
AmmoMaster® Chronograph

Self-contained chronograph that checks velocity of arrows, paintball guns, 
rifles and pistols. Diffuser and supports store within housing. Detached 
keypad w/ 20ft. cord. Velocity range of 50-7000 fps.

81190 AmmoMaster® Chronograph $154.95
81191 Side Support (2 pack) $11.95
81192 Diffuser $11.95
81193 Skyscreen Start $35.95
81194 Skyscreen Stop $35.95

Trigger Pull Gauge

Lets you measure the trigger pull force of any firearm. Reads grams on 
the left, ounces on the right. Capacity 2000 grams; 72 ounces.

09450 Trigger Pull Gauge $26.95

Premium Trigger Pull Scale

Measure the force needed for trigger release of firearms. Scale is 
accurate to ±2 ounces in 2 ounce increments up to 8 pounds. A sliding 
indicator remains at the highest reading when the trigger releases, 
allowing accurate measurement.

87307 Premium Trigger Pull Scale $42.95

Military Trigger Pull Scale

Measure the force needed for trigger release of your Double Action pistol 
or Military Rifle, you might be surprised! Scale is accurate to ±8 ozs in 
8 oz increments. Measures in pounds or kilograms from 0-25 pounds 
or 0-11.34 kilograms. A sliding indicator remains at the highest level. 
Anodized aluminum body with stainless steel spring.

87306 Trigger Pull Gauge $45.95

Precision Target Bi-pod

As a company that knows a little something about precision products, 
RCBS® proudly introduces a bi-pod that possesses military toughness 
and the precision needed for competitive shooting and varmint hunting. 
The new RCBS Precision Bi-pod features quickadjust telescoping legs that 
range from 7-10 inches, 25 degrees of cant adjustment, skid resistant 
polyurethane feet and tool-free mounting to Picatinny rails. The rapid 
deployment system goes from retracted legs in the locked position to fully 
deployed via a large paddle lock which, when depressed, allows the user 
to push and rotate the legs in one smooth motion. This bi-pod is perfect for 
AR-style weapons used for both 3-gun competitions and varmint hunting. 
It can also be converted to non-Picatinny style weapons with the purchase 
of a Weaver® Tactical 99468 Swivel Stud Picatinny Rail Adaptor.

Features & Benefits

 Anodize Finish

future customization possible

contact points

9318 Precision Bi-pod $219.95

AmmoMaster® 
Chronograph
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2010 Accessories



R.A.S.S. Bench
It’s the new benchmark in shooting benches. Varmint hunters and target 
shooters will love the 360° rotation, rapid elevation adjustment (for 20° 
of upward and 20° of downward travel), fine adjustment knob, adjustable 
leveling feet and amazing portability. Sets up in minutes with no tools 
required.
9320 R.A.S.S. Bench $487.95

R.A.S.S. Bench Accessories:

Optics Mount
Mounts to either side of bench. Features rapid adjustment for fast alignment 
of camera, spotting scope or rangefinder, standard ¼ -20 camera thread 
adaptor and lever style locking handles.
9324 Optics Mount $64.95

Utility Tray
Keep all your shooting accessories close at hand with this sturdy utility 
tray. Ample storage and holds your gear safe and secure at the range or 
in the field.
9321 Utility Tray $63.95

Low Back Seat
Low back seat features a vinyl wrapped, thick foam padded seat that pro-
vides lower back support and folds down to minimize storage space. Seat 
bar accommodates most sizes and provides shooting relief.
9322 Low Back Seat w/seat bar $116.95

Beverage Holder

Keep cool and fully hydrated for those long shooting sessions at the range 
or in the field. This handy beverage holder accommodates can, bottles and 
insulated beverage wraps.
9326 Beverage Holder $10.95

Shade Canopy
Delivering 5ft of sun-blocking shade, this canopy features an articulating 

bar, leg tie-downs and spikes.
9323 Shade Canopy w/extension & tie downs $47.95

R.A.S.S. Transport Bags
Carry your R.A.S.S. with these rugged Transport Bags. Made from tough 
nylon with an impact resistant interior sheet. Ample storage pockets handle 
R.A.S.S. accessories.
9325 Transport/Storage Bag (2-pc. soft bag) $169.95

R.A.S.S. Transport Bag 
(open)

R.A.S.S. Transport Bags
(closed)

Optics Mount

Low Back Seat

Shade CanopyUtility Tray

Beverage Holder

R.A.S.S. Bench
(fully loaded)

Handloading DVD

RCBS.LOAD CD

Speer Reloading 
Manual #14

Black/Camo Logo Hat

Tan/Camo Logo Hat

RCBS Logo Hats

RCBS. Form fitted, low profile visor and Realtree Advantage® camo 
accents.

99150 Black/Camo Logo Hat $9.95
99151 Tan/Camo Logo Hat $9.95

RCBS Shooting Shirt

Comfortable to wear and great for shooting, this shirt proudly displays 
your support of RCBS and the shooting sports. 100% cotton blend with 
ample room for shooting.

99140 Shooting Shirt - Medium $39.95
99141 Shooting Shirt - Large $39.95
99142 Shooting Shirt - XLarge $39.95
99143 Shooting Shirt - XXLarge $43.95

Precisioneered 
Handloading DVD

Get the inside scoop on the best reloading techniques and equipment. 
This new DVD contains insightful information for both beginners and 
seasoned veterans.

99910 Precisioneered Handloading DVD $10.95

RCBS.LOAD CD

A sophisticated ballistic software system that combines trajectory 
analysis with a database containing 1,930 bullet components, 1,762 
factory loads and tech drawings for over 496 cartridges.

99915 Reloading Software CD $119.95

Speer® Reloading Manual #14

Get all the facts on loading virtually any round you need. This 14th 

7109515    Speer Reloading Manual #14 $35.95

Shooting Shirt
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